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in the dead vegeta's body, zarbon is unable to resurrect vegeta to full power, but the smell of a namekian which was used as a healing crystal during vegeta's near-death experience revived him enough to survive. zarbon attempted to give vegeta a warning that they'd be in a dangerous position if they go against frieza's orders (vegeta, zarbon, and frieza against four young warriors, though at this point zarbon wasn't sure if it would even work), but vegeta simply responded by laughing at zarbon's concern, since their situation was just as dire (albeit for different reasons) as vegeta's near-death situation when he got beaten down by kid buu. vegeta, with zarbon's wise words in his head, states that he's with vegeta now, and decides to not die easily again. vegeta followed cui through the sea of bushes to the spaceship. when they arrived, frieza and his mechanized guards were amazed by the gang's arrival.
frieza first had zarbon and an unfortunate, dying cui interrogated about the dragon balls, getting no information but that it will be up to him to deal with the four warriors. vegeta then demanded to be taken to the dragon balls to get the spaceship back, only to be told by frieza's new second-in-command treize, who had also sought out vegeta for an audience. treize along with his army of mechanized warriors quickly ordered vegeta, zarbon, and their army to be made into slaves. their transformation to slaves was relatively quick and one of vegeta's most powerful punches broke zarbon's control over the mechanized warriors. vegeta attempts to stop the slave's transformation, but was soon beaten by treize and his mechanized warriors. vegeta, zarbon, and cui are taken to a lab where they are forced to do arduous work. their work shifts to warriors sent to the lab by frieza, and instead of killing them, the

warriors are kept alive to help construct miniature dragons for frieza's army. a few warriors aren't even forced into the lab. one of these was a young warrior named muten roshi. vegeta, zarbon, and cui were assigned to a mining operation, mining for an important mineral that was used for the fighters' pastures. they were told by frieza's officer that their work would be difficult, and were to work harder than they've ever worked in their lives. at first, they did not believe this (though zarbon was ready to give it a try), but vegeta eventually began working to regain his former strength. zarbon soon became aware of vegeta's hardness to work and began trying to stop him from working as he believed that it was only a matter of time before vegeta would try to escape.
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although she knows how to handle herself on the surface, bulma is easily frightened when out of her natural habitat in space. vegeta arrives, and bulma rushes off to tell gohan. krillin volunteers to go with him, but vegeta tells him he is to stay with bulma. heading for his spaceship, he bumps into a garbage truck and the back door opens, revealing frieza ready to
leave with the dragon balls. vegeta ignores the garbage truck and leaps into the truck as if he is a huge lizard, and then arrives at his spaceship. although he knows that the garbage truck cannot follow him, he waits for the garbage truck and follows the truck to the spaceport. arriving on his spaceship, vegeta hopes that his mission will be delayed due to problems

with the spaceship's engine, but goku responds that he cannot wait, as the engine is already fixed. vegeta gets into his spaceship. vegeta then asks if he wants to accompany him in his spaceship, however frieza decides to not take a giant rocket ship and walk home, so he offers vegeta a ride. vegeta declines, until krillin mentions that the ship was designed for
frieza's power, and that it will be a lot faster if vegeta takes it. vegeta reluctantly takes it, but is almost killed by a time vortex. he is then dusted off by a random saiyan, one of his many allies. he follows the saiyan to frieza's ship, but finds it empty. however, when he gets to the spaceship's control room, he sees a giant face. vegeta knows that goku is going to get

the dragon balls, but quickly wishes for the dragon balls to grant him his wish for immortality, and upon seeing a vision of a greatly powerful vegeta, is filled with joy at the thought of an infinite vegeta. he orders krillin to shut down the dragon balls and throw them far into the ocean. 5ec8ef588b
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